The aim of this work is to develop a global calculus for pseudo-differential operators acting on suitable algebras of generalized functions. In particular, a condition of global hypoellipticity of the symbols gives a result of regularity for the corresponding pseudo-differential equations. This calculus and this frame are proposed as tools for the study in Colombeau algebras of partial differential equations globally defined on R n .
Introduction
Colombeau's theory of generalized functions has been developed in connection with nonlinear problems, see [3, 15, 19] , but it is also important for linear problems [14] . In particular we are interested in the development of the pseudo-differential calculus in the frame of generalized functions and tempered generalized functions [9, 13, 14, 16, 17] . In Section 2 of this paper we recall the basic notions of Colombeau's theory, Colombeau-Fourier transformation and weak equality [3, 7, 8, 11, 14, 15, 17] , considering in place of the more usual G τ (R n ) [7] , a new algebra of generalized functions G τ,S (R n ) containing S ′ (R n ). More precisely, following arguments similar to Radyno [1, 18] , in our construction we substitute the ideal N τ (R n ) of G τ (R n ) by the smaller N S (R n ), modelled on S(R n ). The choice of G τ,S (R n ) is motivated by the existence of a subalgebra of S-regular generalized functions, denoted by G ∞ S (R n ), for which we prove the equality G ∞ S (R n ) ∩ S ′ (R n ) = S(R n ). This result of regularity is inspired by the local version given by Oberguggenberger [15] , and a first global investigation, involving S ′ (R n ) and O M (R n ), proposed by Hörmann [11] . In Sections 3 and 4 we collect some preliminary arguments necessary for the definition of pseudodifferential operators acting on G τ,S (R n ) and their global calculus. In detail we consider symbols and amplitudes depending on a parameter ǫ ∈ (0, 1], whose global estimates involve a weight function Λ(x, ξ) [4, 5] , and powers of ǫ with negative exponent [13, 14, 16, 17] . The definition of pseudo-differential operators on G τ,S (R n ) with corresponding mapping properties, a characterization of operators with S-regular kernel and the comparison with the classical pseudo-differential operators on S ′ (R n ) and S(R n ) are the topics of Sections 5 and 6. Starting points for our reasoning are [13, 14, 16, 17] and for the classical theory [4, 5, 21] . The relationship with the work [13, 14, 16, 17] of Nedeljkov, Pilipović and Scarpalézos, where a definition of generalized pseudo-differential operators acting on G τ (R n ) is given, is evident in the estimates on ǫ, while the elements of novelty are the choice of the weight function Λ in place of the standard ξ and the generalization, to the Colombeau setting based on G τ,S (R n ) and G ∞ S (R n ), of the classical global calculus. In particular, in order to deal with the composition formula, we present in Section 7 a generalization of the well-known Weyl symbols. By means of this technical tool, we prove that the composition of two pseudo-differential operators acting on G τ,S (R n ) coincides with the action of a pseudo-differential operator in the weak or g.t.d. (generalized tempered distributions) sense. The introduction of suitable sets of hypoelliptic and elliptic symbols in Section 8, allows us to obtain, through the construction of a parametrix, an interesting result of regularity, modelled on the classical statement that if A is a pseudo-differential operator with hypoelliptic symbol, u ∈ S ′ (R n ), f ∈ S(R n ), then Au = f implies u ∈ S(R n ) [4, 5] . Finally, let us emphasize that applications of Colombeau algebras to the study of PDE's in [3, 7, 8, 9, 15] concern mainly local problems; our calculus and our definitions of G τ,S (R n ) and G ∞ S (R n ) are proposed as tools for the study of equations globally defined on R n . At the end of the paper we give some examples, considering above all partial differential operators of the form P = (α,β)∈A c α,β x α D β , where A is a finite subset of multi-indices in N 2n and the coefficients c α,β are Colombeau generalized numbers.
Basic notions
In this section we recall the definitions and results needed from the theory of Colombeau generalized functions. Since we do not motivate the constructions and we do not provide proofs, we refer for details to [3, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19] . We begin with considering the simplified Colombeau algebra on an open subset Ω of R n . This is obtained as a factor algebra in the differential algebra E[Ω] of all the sequences (u ǫ ) ǫ∈(0,1] of smooth functions u ǫ ∈ C ∞ (Ω). In the sequel we use in place of (u ǫ ) ǫ∈(0,1] the simpler notation (u ǫ ) ǫ .
Definition 2.1. We call moderate the elements of E[Ω]
such that for all K ⊂⊂ Ω, for all α ∈ N n , there exists N ∈ N, such that
The set of these elements is a differential algebra denoted by E M (Ω).
Definition 2.2. We call negligible the elements of E[Ω]
such that for all K ⊂⊂ Ω, for all α ∈ N n and for all q ∈ N sup
N (Ω), the set of these elements, is an ideal of E M (Ω), closed with respect to derivatives.
The Colombeau algebra of generalized functions is G(Ω) = E M (Ω)/N (Ω).
Let ϕ ∈ S(R n ) with for all α ∈ N n , α = 0. As usual we put
Using the convolution product we can easily define the following embedding of E ′ (Ω) into G(Ω):
This map can be extended to an embedding ı of D ′ (Ω), employing the sheaf properties of G(Ω) and a suitable partition of unity, and it renders C ∞ (Ω) a subalgebra. Moreover in G(Ω) the derivatives extend the usual ones in the sense of distributions. In order to talk of tempered generalized functions, we introduce the following subalgebras of E[R n ]. Definition 2.3. E τ (R n ) is the set of all elements (u ǫ ) ǫ belonging to E[R n ] with the following property: for all α ∈ N n there exists N ∈ N such that sup ǫ∈ (0, 1] 
Definition 2.4. N τ (R n ) is the set of all elements (u ǫ ) ǫ belonging to E[R n ] with the following property: for all α ∈ N n there exists N ∈ N such that for all q ∈ N sup ǫ∈(0,1]
The Colombeau algebra of tempered generalized functions is by definition the factor G τ (R n ) = E τ (R n )/N τ (R n ). It is a differential algebra containing the space of distributions S ′ (R n ), where the derivatives extend the usual ones on S ′ (R n ) and
is a subalgebra. In particular the embedding is done by
If f ∈ O C (R n ), we can define the constant embedding σ(f ) = (f ) ǫ + N τ (R n ), and in this way the important equality ı(f ) = σ(f ) holds in G τ (R n ). The constants of G(R n ) or respectively G τ (R n ), constitute the algebra of Colombeau generalized complex numbers C. It contains C and is defined as the factor C = The generalized complex numbers allow us to integrate on R n an arbitrary element of G τ (R n ).
In the sequel we denote a representative of u ∈ G τ (R n ) with (u ǫ ) ǫ ∈ E τ (R n ).
Proposition 2.1. Let u ∈ G τ (R n ). Then
where ϕ ǫ is as in (2.2) , is a well-defined element of C, called the integral of u over R n .
The article "the" in the expression "the integral of u over R n " has been used cum grano salis, since different variants of integrals are used and studied earlier, e.g., in [11, 14] . We collect now the main properties of the integral in G τ (R n ):
i) let u ∈ G τ (R n ) and f ∈ S(R n ). Then for all α ∈ N n R n ∂ α u(x)ı(f )(x)dx = (−1)
ii) let w ∈ S ′ (R n ) and f ∈ S(R n ). Then R n ı(w)(x)ı(f )(x)dx = ( w, f ) ǫ + N o ;
iii) let f ∈ S(R n ). Then
Using this definition of integral we introduce in G τ (R n ) a weak equality.
Definition 2.5. u and v in G τ (R n ) are equal in the sense of generalized tempered distribution (or weak sense) iff for all f ∈ S(R n )
R n (u − v)(x)ı(f )(x)dx = 0.
We write u = g.t.d. v. Then = g.t.d. is an equivalence relation compatible with the linear structure and the derivatives in G τ (R n ). From ii) it follows that S ′ (R n ) is a subspace of the factor
The Colombeau-Fourier anti-transform of u is given by the representative
One can easily prove that the previous definition makes sense: in this way F ϕ , respectively F * ϕ , defines a linear map from G τ (R n ) into G τ (R n ). Moreover the following properties hold: i) F ϕ and F * ϕ extend the classical transformations on S(R n ); in other words for all f ∈ S(R n )
ii) for all u ∈ G τ (R n ) and for all f ∈ S(R n )
As a consequence in order to obtain the usual properties of Fourier transform and antitransform, we consider the definition of F ϕ and F * ϕ on the factor G τ (R n )/ = g.t.d. . We conclude this section by reporting some results concerning regularity theory. The starting point for regularity theory and microlocal analysis in Colombeau algebras of generalized functions was the introduction of the subalgebra G ∞ (Ω) of G(Ω) by Oberguggenberger in [15] .
In [15] , th.25.2, the identity
We introduce now a suitable algebra of S-regular generalized functions on R n . At first we consider another differential algebra containing S ′ (R n ) and S(R n ), where the ideal satisfies an estimate of rapidly decreasing type.
fulfilling the following condition:
, and for all f ∈ S(R n ), (f − f * ϕ ǫ ) ǫ ∈ N S (R n ) implies the embedding as subalgebra of S(R n ) into G τ,S (R n ). For simplicity we continue to denote the class of w ∈ S ′ (R n ) in G τ,S (R n ) with ı(w). Obviously Proposition 2.1 and the corresponding properties of integral hold with G τ,S (R n ) in place of G τ (R n ).
Proof. It suffices to prove that (
All the properties of the Colombeau-Fourier transform mentioned above hold in G τ,S (R n ) as well.
We observe that any representative of an S-regular generalized function, satisfies (2.7), because for the elements of N S (R n ) this property holds. In this way if we set
. This result allows us to eliminate the mollifier ϕ in Proposition 2.1 and Definition 2.6, in the case of u ∈ G ∞ S (R n ). More precisely, for u ∈ G ∞ S (R n ),
In fact since, for all y ∈ R n and ǫ ∈ (0, 1], |∂ γ (−iy) β ∂ α−γ u ǫ (y)| is estimated by a constant multiplied by y −n−1 ǫ −N , we have that
Analogously we obtain that (
We conclude this section investigating the intersection of G ∞ S (R n ) with S ′ (R n ). Inspired by [15] , Theorem 25.2, and [11] , Theorem 16, we obtain the following result.
We assume that ı(w) belongs to G ∞ S (R n ). Denoting w * ϕ ǫ by w ǫ , as a consequence of Proposition 1.2.21 in [10] ,
, and then, from Theorem 25.2 in [15] , we already know that w is a smooth function on R n . Moreover, since ( w ϕ ǫ ) ǫ belongs to S(R n ) for every ǫ and ϕ(0) = 1, taking ǫ as small as we want, we conclude that w ∈ C ∞ (R n ). Now from the definition of
(2.9) implies the following statement:
From (2.10) it follows that ∃N ∈ N : ∀m ∈ N, ∀α ∈ N n , ∃c > 0 : ∀ǫ ∈ (0, 1],
Using Fourier transform we conclude that
We want to prove that (2.13) implies the following statement
If (2.14) holds we obtain our claim. We argue by induction. At first we verify that
Assume to the contrary that |ξ| 2m w L ∞ (R n ) = ∞ for some m. There exists a sequence {ξ j } ⊂ R n , |ξ j | → +∞, such that
Since (2.13) holds for arbitrary m, we have in particular that
Since ϕ(0) = 1, there is r > 0 such that | ϕ(ξ)| ≥ 1/2 when |ξ| ≤ r. We define
Then | ϕ(ǫ j ξ j )| ≥ 1/2, and (2.17) implies that
This contradicts (2.16) because |ξ j | → +∞. In order to complete this proof we assume that
We want to prove that ∀m ∈ N, ∀α ∈ N n , |α| ≤ k + 1,
As before we suppose that
Then we find a sequence {ξ j } j∈N ⊂ R n , such that |ξ j | → +∞ and
We choose m ′ − s = m, with 2s > N . From (2.13) we obtain
By induction hypothesis, all terms involving a derivative of order β < α are bounded by a constant times ǫ −N . We arrive at
which leads to a contradiction with (2.23) as before.
Oscillatory integrals
We describe the meaning and the most important properties of the integral, depending on a real parameter ǫ, of the type
with phase function ω and amplitude a ǫ , satisfying suitable assumptions. In many proofs, we refer to [4, 5, 6, 20] for details.
is real valued, positively homogeneous of order k, i.e. ω(tx) = t k ω(x) for t > 0, and 
We observe that for fixed ǫ ∈ (0, 1], a ǫ (x) belongs to the class considered in [4, 6] . It is immediate to verify that A m l is a linear space with the following properties:
is the set of generalized amplitudes in
The elements of ∪ N A m l,N are called regular generalized amplitudes.
It is clear that every
The classes in [4, 6] are subsets of A m l,0 with elements not depending on ǫ. Before stating the theorem on definition of oscillatory integral, we recall a useful lemma proved in [4] .
vanishing in a neighbourhood of the origin. Then for every N ∈ Z + there exists c N > 0, depending only on ω and χ, such that for every µ > 0
i.e. the two limits exist in C and have the same value I(ǫ). Moreover
where a ǫ N = sup 
For fixed ǫ, we recall that the definition of oscillatory integral is given by
Theorem 3.1 shows that the net
We conclude this section with some useful properties.
Proof. Choosing φ ∈ C ∞ c (R n ) under the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1, we write for ǫ ∈ (0, 1] and
In order to obtain the assertion, it suffices to show that for ǫ ∈ (0, 1] and arbitrary β ∈ N n , {∂ β b j,ǫ } j converges uniformly on compact sets of R n . Using Lemma 3.1, with χ(x) = φ(x) − φ(2x), we conclude that
From hypothesis ii) and iii), we have that
where the constants do not depend on ǫ and j. This result completes the proof.
We summarize in the following, without proofs, other properties used in this paper.
Suppose further that ω and η are polynomials. Then we have
Symbols and amplitudes
We introduce in this section the symbols and amplitudes, involving weight functions in their estimates, used in our definition of pseudo-differential operator acting on G τ,S (R n ). In the following for f and g, real functions on R p , we write
Here the constant c may depend on parameters, indices, etc. possibly appearing in the expression of f and g, but not on z ∈ A.
. We refer to [2, 4, 5] for details in the classical setting.
where tz = (t 1 z 1 , t 2 z 2 , ..., t 2n z 2n ).
We recall that: -from ii) it follows that Λ(z) is temperate, i.e.
-combining ii) and iii) we obtain that for all t ′ and t ′′ in R 2n
-from (4.1) it also follows that for any s ∈ R
and more precisely for s < 0
In the next proposition we combine the preceding estimates in a more general form.
Let us observe that starting from i) and ii), one can always findΛ(z) ∈ C ∞ (R 2n ), withΛ(z) ∼ Λ(z), satisfying i), ii) and the property
In this way we do not lose generality if we assume that for the weight function (4.5) holds. We recall that if P ⊂ (R + 0 ) 2n is a complete polyhedron with set of vertices V (P), and the estimate 0 < µ 0 = (min γ∈V (P)\{0} |γ|) ≤ µ 1 = (max γ∈V (P)\{0} |γ|) ≤ µ holds, where µ is the formal order of the polyhedron (for definition and details, see [4] , p. 20-22), then Λ P (z)
is an example of a weight function. For instance if P is the triangle in R 2 of vertices (k, 0), (0, h), (0, 0), k, h ∈ N \ {0}, and z = (x, ξ) then we get the weight function
) . Now we can introduce our sets of symbols.
] fulfilling the condition: 
Remark 3. It follows from Definition 4.2 that
The symbols of ∪ N S m Λ,ρ,N are called regular.
Let us emphasize that in Definition 4.3 the integer N is independent of α. In [4, 5] the authors consider as symbols the elements of S m Λ,ρ,0 which do not depend on ǫ. Moreover every (a ǫ ) ǫ ∈ S m Λ,ρ , for fixed ǫ, can be considered as a symbol in [4, 5] . The presence of the parameter ǫ tending to 0 in the definition of symbols, resembles the constructions of semiclassical analysis, (see [21] , pages 432-448, and [12] ). However, it is simple to see that if, for instance, a(x, ξ) is a classical symbol with weight Λ(x, ξ) = (x, ξ) and ρ = 1, the semiclassical variant a ǫ (x, ξ) = a(x, ǫξ) is not, in general, a regular symbol in the sense of Definition 4.3. In fact for |β| large enough
and Λ be a weight function. We denote by N m Λ,ρ , the subset of the elements of S m Λ,ρ satisfying the property:
We call them negligible symbols of order m.
Now we turn to the extension of the classical theory and list some basic results, the proofs of which are elementary and thus omitted.
Proposition 4.2. For a fixed weight function Λ, we have that:
The previous four statements hold, without the third subscripts N , N ′ etc., for the elements of S m Λ,ρ and N m Λ,ρ respectively.
Definition 4.5. We call smoothing symbols the elements of
Proof. In order to prove the necessity of the condition, it suffices to choose m ∈ R, with µm < −|α| and to observe that
where N does not depend on m and β. On the contrary suppose that (a ǫ ) ǫ satisfies an estimate of rapidly decreasing type. For arbitrary weight function Λ, ρ ∈ (0, 1] and m ∈ R, we have, if
and if m − ρ|β| > 0
where µ depends on Λ.
As a consequence of this proposition, the definition of S −∞ is independent of the weight function and ρ ∈ (0, 1].
is characterized by the following statement:
We record now some examples of symbols. It is obvious that if a(z) is a symbol of the type considered in [4, 5] , a ǫ (z) := a(z)ǫ b , b ∈ R, is a regular symbol according to Definition 4.3. Other examples are given by the following polynomials.
Proposition 4.4. Let Λ be an arbitrary weight function and let a ǫ (z) = α∈A c α,ǫ z α be a polynomial with coefficients in E o , where A is a finite subset of N 2n . There exists r ∈ R depending on Λ and A such that the following statements hold:
We begin by recalling that from Definition 4.1, z µ ≺ Λ(z) ≺ z for µ > 0. In the sequel we write k = max α∈A |α| and N = max α∈A N α , where |c α,ǫ | ≤ c α ǫ −Nα for all ǫ ∈ (0, 1]. Therefore,
and for γ ∈ N 2n , γ = 0,
In conclusion (a ǫ ) ǫ ∈ S r Λ,1,N with r = k/µ. Analogously we can prove that (c α,ǫ ) ǫ ∈ N o , for every α ∈ A, implies (a ǫ ) ǫ ∈ N r Λ,1 .
As a consequence of Proposition 4.4 we can associate to the polynomial α∈A c α z α ∈ C[z] the class ( α∈A c α,ǫ z α ) ǫ + N r Λ,1 as an element of the factor S r Λ,1,N /N r Λ,1 . Let us consider the more general set of polynomials β∈B c β (x)ξ β ∈ G(R n )[ξ] where B is a finite subset of N n . We obtain the following result.
Proof. For every fixed ǫ ∈ (0, 1] we are under the assumptions of Proposition 1.2 in [4] . Therefore, for |γ| > r/ρ, for all β ∈ B and x ∈ R n , ∂ γ c β,ǫ (x) = 0, i.e. c β,ǫ (x) = |γ|≤r/ρ
At this point the conclusion is obvious.
From the previous proposition we have that if
. Formal series and asymptotic expansions play a basic role in the classical theory of pseudodifferential operators. In the following we generalize these concepts to our context.
and the following assumptions hold:
Proof. We start by considering ψ ∈ C ∞ (R) such that ψ(t) = 0 for t ≤ 1 and ψ(t) = 1 for t ≥ 2.
We define for j ∈ N,
Our aim is to verify that for a suitable decreasing sequence of strictly positive numbers λ j , such that λ j → 0, the following sum
defines an element of S m Λ,ρ,N and it has ∞ j=0 (a j,ǫ ) ǫ as asymptotic expansion. We observe first that the sum in (4.10) is locally finite, since
and, by definition of the weight function,
Moreover for all j, D j+1 ⊆ D j and for
In order to obtain the claim we show that for all j ∈ N, (b j,ǫ ) ǫ ∈ S m j Λ,ρ,N , and more precisely for
with c j,γ independent of λ j . To prove (4.13) we observe that
where
with estimates independent of λ j . In fact, if |γ| = 0, (4.14) holds with estimates of required type, and by induction, if (4.14) is valid for |γ| = h, we have
where in the second sum, (
, with estimates independent of λ j . We obtain the same result for the first sum, considering that the weight function is an element of S 1 Λ,1,0 and as a consequence for z ∈ supp ψ (k) (λ j Λ), we can write
We prove now that for every r ≥ 1,
The first term of the right-hand side is an element of S
It remains to estimate the third term of the right-hand side. We assume s ≥ |γ| such that m s ≤ m r − 1, and remembering (4.13), we choose λ j satisfying the following condition
We obtain then for j > s, by using (4.11),
In Definition 4.6 and Theorem 4.1 we can omit the assumption m j+1 ≤ m j . In this case the meaning of (
for a suitable m ′ ∈ R independent of derivatives. Interchanging ∃N ∈ N with ∀α, β, γ ∈ N n in (4.17) we define the subset S The smooth amplitudes discussed in [4, 5] are elements of S m Λ,ρ,0 and for fixed ǫ, a ǫ (x, y, ξ) can be considered as in [4, 5] . 
We call the elements of N m Λ,ρ negligible amplitudes of order m.
In the sequel we collect, without proofs, some useful results. 
where c does not depend on ǫ.
It is simple to prove that if ( respectively. 
Moreover the same statements are valid for amplitudes in S 
In the classical theory an integral
where a is an amplitude as in [4, 5] and u ∈ S(R n ), defines a continuous map from S(R n ) to S(R n ), which can be extended as a continuous map from S ′ (R n ) to S ′ (R n ). Formally we obtain a pseudo-differential operator acting on G τ,S (R n ), by substitution of a and u with a ǫ and u ǫ (y) ϕ ǫ (y) respectively, where (a ǫ ) ǫ ∈ S m Λ,ρ , (u ǫ ) ǫ ∈ E τ (R n ) and ϕ is a fixed mollifier. We begin with the following propositions.
2)
Proof. According to Definition 3.2, we have to estimate
. This is a finite sum of terms of the type
which can be estimated using the definition of (
In (5.4) one negative power ǫ −Nu(β) comes from the estimate of |∂ γ u ǫ (y)|, and the other comes
we obtain our assertion, i.e. 6) with c independent of ǫ.
As a consequence of this result we can define the oscillatory integral
where −yξ is the phase function of order 2 and (b ǫ (x, y, ξ)) ǫ ∈ A ν 0 (R n y × R n ξ ) the amplitude. Moreover we observe that for fixed ǫ ∈ (0, 1], this integral can be interpreted as (5.1), since u ǫ (y) ϕ ǫ (y) belongs to S(R n ) and a ǫ (x, y, ξ) is an amplitude as in [4, 5] . One easily verifies that for all ǫ ∈ (0, 1], (5.7) can be written as an iterated integral in dy and dξ. Finally the integral (5.7) defines for every ǫ ∈ (0, 1], a smooth function on R n , since it satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 3.1.
and for all α, γ ∈ N n , there exists M ∈ N such that for every r > 0
Proof. At first we consider for arbitrary α, γ y, ξ) ). Using the Leibniz rule, we get a finite sum of terms of the type
Arguing as before we estimate the absolute value of (5.8) by c(α, β, γ, a, u, ϕ) x
As a consequence we can claim that (∂
. The second part of the proof is obvious from (5.9).
Proposition 5.2 allows us to claim that
is an element of E M (R n ). More precisely we have the following result.
Proof. Since for any β ∈ N n , (∂
(R n y × R n ξ ), Theorem 3.1 and in particular Remark 1, allows us to conclude that there exists a positive constant c > 0 such that for all x ∈ R n , and for all ǫ ∈ (0, 1] 11) with N equal to the least integer greater than ν + |β| + n + 2. In order to estimate the right-hand side of (5.11), it suffices to return to the proof of Proposition 5.2, and more precisely to (5.9). Assuming (u ǫ ) ǫ ∈ E τ (R n ), we put in (5.9) the condition |α + γ| ≤ N . In this way we conclude that there exists a positive constant c N such that for all x ∈ R n and for all ǫ ∈ (0, 1]
where M ∈ N, depending on N , can be chosen larger than N + ν. In this way (A ǫ u ǫ ) ǫ ∈ E τ (R n ).
We consider now the case of (u ǫ ) ǫ ∈ N S (R n ). First we use integration by parts and the Leibniz rule and observe that
Then under the assumptions |η + µ| ≤ N , we obtain for any natural number q
where M depends on α, β, N while the constant c depends on α, β, N and q. In conclusion choosing q ≥ M in (5.13) we have that
At this point, since N + ν is independent of α, the following statement holds:
In the case of (a ǫ ) ǫ ∈ N m Λ,ρ , the same arguments lead, for (u ǫ ) ǫ ∈ E τ (R n ), to (A ǫ u ǫ ) ǫ ∈ N S (R n ). This result completes the proof. 
A consequence of Theorem 5.1 is that it enables us to give a natural definition of pseudo-differential operator acting on G τ,S (R n ).
is the generalized function having as representative (A ǫ u ǫ ) ǫ defined in (5.10) .
Note Before introducing the definition of operators with S-regular kernel, we present the following proposition concerning tempered generalized functions defined by integrals.
The same results hold with u ∈ G τ,S (R n ).
Proof. For fixed x ∈ R n it is immediate to verify that (
The integral in i) defines for every x a generalized complex number v(x). Our aim is to prove that:
In case 1, we have estimates of the type:
for any q we get
We
, we obtain (v ǫ ) ǫ ∈ E ∞ S (R n ) in 1) and (v ǫ ) ǫ ∈ N S (R n ) in 2) and 3). Therefore, in case 1 we assume
and we get |x α ∂ β v ǫ (x)| ≤ (k, u, α, β, ϕ)ǫ −N k −Nu . In case 2, the estimates
lead, for arbitrary q, to |x α ∂ β v ǫ (x)| ≤ c(k, u, α, β, ϕ, q)ǫ q−Nu and we can argue in an analogous way for the third case. These results complete the proof. In fact since N S (R n ) ⊂ N τ (R n ) we already proved assertions i) and ii) with u ∈ G τ,S (R n ).
Definition 5.2. A linear map
Proof. This is a simple consequence of Proposition 5.3.
We can consider the mapping property G τ,S (R n ) → G ∞ S (R n ) as the definition of regularizing operators. Therefore, every operator with S-regular kernel is regularizing. There exists an interesting characterization of operators with S-regular kernel.
Proposition 5.5. A is an operator with S-regular kernel iff it is a pseudo-differential operator with smoothing symbol.
Proof. From the definition of A there exists k A ∈ G ∞ S (R 2n ) satisfying (5.19). At first we prove that, for any representative
belongs to S −∞ . From Proposition 4.3, we have to verify that
In fact (a ǫ ) ǫ ∈ E(R 2n ) and, applying the Leibniz rule,
x a ǫ (x, ξ) is a finite sum of terms of the type
After integration by parts, we obtain terms of the kind
At this point, we easily conclude that the absolute value of z α ∂ β a ǫ (z) can be estimated by cǫ −N , where c is a positive constant independent of x, ξ and ǫ, and N appears in the definition of k A,ǫ . Now, from (5.19), for arbitrary u ∈ G τ,S (R n ), Au has the following representative
By Fourier transform and anti-transform in S(R n )
and, changing order in integration
In conclusion we can claim that A is a pseudo-differential operator with smoothing symbol and the necessity of the condition is shown. For the converse implication assume now that A is a pseudo-differential operator with smoothing symbol (a ǫ ) ǫ . We want to prove that
is the representative of an S-regular generalized function k A and that for any u ∈ G τ,S (R n ),
One easily proves that (k A,ǫ ) ǫ ∈ E(R 2n ) and applying the Leibniz rule and integration by parts, we have
We can estimate the absolute value of the sum by cǫ −N , where c is a positive constant independent of x, y and ǫ and N appears in the definition of (a ǫ ) ǫ ∈ S −∞ . Finally, Au has as representative
This equality concludes the proof.
Remark 6. Every representative (k
A,ǫ ) ǫ of k A defines a symbol (a ǫ ) ǫ ∈ S −∞ in (5.
20). It is clear from the proof above that the difference between two symbols obtained in this way belongs to N −∞ .
In the sequel we study the mapping properties of pseudo-differential operators with regular symbol in more detail.
Proposition 5.6. Let A be a pseudo-differential operator with regular symbol
Proof. It remains to prove only the second part of the claim.
Au. From Proposition 2.3, ( u ǫ ) ǫ ∈ E ∞ S (R n ), and, using integration by parts, x α ∂ β A ǫ u ǫ (x) is a finite sum of terms of the type
At this point, using the definition of regular symbol and the properties established previously, we conclude that
where M appears in the definition of ( u ǫ ) ǫ and is independent of derivatives. In other words, we can state that there exists
(5.27) (5.27) implies the existence of a natural number N ′ such that for all β ∈ N n and p ∈ N,
We conclude this section proving that Definition 5.1 is independent, in the weak sense, of the choice of the mollifier ϕ.
Proposition 5.7. Let ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 be two mollifiers satisfying property (2.1). Then for all
Proof. It is sufficient to write for f ∈ S(R n )
(5.29)
Now repeating the same arguments in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we have that for all x ∈ R n and for all ǫ ∈ (0, 1]
By definition of the mollifier for all α ∈ N n , ∂ α ( ϕ 1,ǫ − ϕ 2,ǫ )(0) = 0. Therefore, for arbitrary q ∈ N R n R 2n
where M depends on the representative of u ∈ G τ,S (R n ). This estimate completes the proof.
It is easy to see that the equality in G τ,S (R n ) cannot be expected in (5.28). In fact, choosing (a ǫ ) ǫ and (u ǫ ) ǫ identically 1 and taking ϕ 1 (ξ) = 1 for |ξ| ≤ 1, ϕ 1 (ξ) = 0 for |ξ| ≥ 2 and ϕ 2 (ξ) = 1 for |ξ| ≤ 3, we get sup ξ∈R n |(
Alternative definitions
In this section we propose other possible definitions of pseudo-differential operator, investigating, in some particular cases, the relationships with Definition 5.1.
Proof. At first we observe that the integral in (6.1) is absolutely convergent. Since for any
In this way we obtain for
where, as usual, N a (β) comes from the definition of the amplitude and N u from the definition of (u ǫ ) ǫ . Choosing M = N a (β) + 2N u + |β| + ν + 2n + 2 we have for all
Let us assume now (u ǫ ) ǫ ∈ N S (R n ). Our starting point is observing that x α ∂ β A ǫ u ǫ (x) is a finite sum of terms of this type
multiplied for some constants independent of ǫ and variables. Moreover we can write
where it is important to note the independence of ν = m + + m ′ + of α. In conclusion ∀α, β ∈ N n , ∀q ∈ N, ∃c > 0 : ∀x ∈ R n , ∀ǫ ∈ (0, 1],
or in other words ( A ǫ u ǫ ) ǫ ∈ N S (R n ).
Remark 7. One can easily prove the previous proposition considering the integral (6.1) as an oscillatory integral and applying Theorem 5.1.
We introduce as a straightforward consequence of Proposition 6.1, the following definition.
is the linear operator which maps u ∈ G τ,S (R n ), with representative (u ǫ ) ǫ , into the generalized function Au with representative ( A ǫ u ǫ ) ǫ defined in (6.1) .
Remark 8. The definition of A consists in the iterated application of the Colombeau-Fourier transform and anti-transform in G τ,S (R n ). In fact
We remark that the amplitude (a ǫ ) ǫ ∈ S m Λ,ρ and the generalized function u = (
Let us analyse now the relationships between A and A, when (a ǫ ) ǫ is a regular amplitude in S Proof. According to Definition 2.5, we have to prove that for all f ∈ S(R n )
we can choose a representative of the integral in (6.7) of the following form
Now changing order in integration we have
We study in detail g ǫ (y, ξ) :
and then
(6.10)
As a consequence for all p ∈ N there exists a positive constant c such that for all y ∈ R n , ξ ∈ R n and ǫ ∈ (0, 1]
In order to estimate (6.8), we use (6.11) and Taylor's formula applied to ϕ at 0. We obtain for arbitrary q ∈ N R n u ǫ (y)
Since N u , N and m ′ + do not depend on q, (6.12) allows us to conclude that
We complete this section studying pseudo-differential operators acting on G τ,S (R n ) with amplitude in S m Λ,ρ,0 independent of ǫ as in [4, 5] . For simplicity we call these amplitudes classical. It is well known that for all f ∈ S(R n ), the oscillatory integral
defines a continuous linear map from S(R n ) to S(R n ) and it extends to a continuous map from
We want to compare the definition of A on S(R n ) and S ′ (R n ) with Definition 5.1 on G τ,S (R n ), introduced in Section 5 of this paper.
Proof. Let us consider u ∈ G τ,S (R n ). We can choose as representative of the left-hand side of (6.14)
The last one is a representative of 
Corollary 6.2. For all classical amplitudes a, the corresponding pseudo-differential operator
Proof. This proof is simply obtained combining Proposition 6.3 with the equality
The previous result can be improved on S(R n ).
Proposition 6.4. For all classical amplitudes a, the corresponding pseudo-differential operator
A on G τ,S (R n ) is an extension of the classical one defined on S(R n ), i.e. for every f ∈ S(R n )
Proof. We want to show that v ǫ (x):= R 2n
is a finite sum of terms of this kind c γ,δ,σ
Now fixing N as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we obtain for |η + µ| ≤ N and arbitrary q ∈ N 20) where ǫ q comes from Taylor's formula applied to ϕ ǫ and its derivatives at 0. In conclusion from (6.20) it follows that ∀β ∈ N n , ∃N ∈ N : ∀α ∈ N n , ∀q ∈ N, ∃c > 0 : ∀x ∈ R n , ∀ǫ ∈ (0, 1],
Since N does not depend on α, we obtain that (v ǫ ) ǫ ∈ N S (R n ).
θ-symbols and product
In this section we introduce a generalization of Weyl symbols and we study the product of pseudo-differential operators. We follow in the proofs the arguments of Boggiatto, Buzano, Rodino in [4, 5] .
and it has the following asymptotic expansion
Proof. We begin by showing that for θ ∈ R n
where as usual ν = m + + m
) is a finite sum of terms of the type
and then for all x, y, ξ, η ∈ R n , for all ǫ ∈ (0, 1]
At this point using the definition of weight function and (4.3), with z = (x+θy, ξ −η), ζ = (x, ξ), s = m + , we conclude that
Hence the integral in (7.2) makes sense as an oscillatory integral. The proof of smoothness of b θ,ǫ (x, ξ) for every ǫ, is left to the reader because it is an easy application of Proposition 3.1. We want to prove instead that (b θ,ǫ ) ǫ ∈ S m Λ,ρ,N . Using integration by parts, we write
Since a α,β,θ,ǫ (x, y, ξ, η) is estimated by
we obtain that
Under the assumptions 2M 1 ≥ m ′ +ρm ′ |α+β|+|m|+ρ|α+β|+n+1, 2M 2 ≥ |m|+ρ|α+β|+n+1, and, choosing ζ = (x, ξ), z = (x + θy, ξ − η), s = m − ρ|α + β| in (4.3), we conclude that there exists a constant c > 0 such that for all x, ξ ∈ R n , for all ǫ ∈ (0, 1]
We omit to prove the equality 
. In this way the formal series in (7.3) is an element of F S m Λ,ρ,N with m j = m − 2ρj and N j = N . Now we consider b θ,ǫ (x, ξ) and we expand a ǫ (x + θy, x − (1 − θ)y, ξ − η) with respect to y at y = 0. We have for M ≥ 1
where r M,ǫ (x, y, ξ, η) is the following sum
Applying integration by parts and Proposition 3.4, we conclude that
In order to complete the proof we prove that the last integral in (7.12) defines an element of S m−2ρM Λ,ρ,N . The crucial point is to observe that
Since |β + γ| = M repeating previous arguments we conclude that
with uniform estimates with respect to t ∈ [0, 1]. This allows us to claim
Λ,ρ,N .
Remark 9. From the Schwartz kernel theorem, as in the statement of Theorem 4.4 in [4] and Theorem 5.5 in [5], we can say that given
Choosing θ = (0, ..., 0) we can always write a pseudo-differential operator A with regular amplitude (a ǫ (x, y, ξ)) ǫ ∈ S m Λ,ρ,N as a pseudo-differential operator with symbol (b 0,ǫ (x, ξ)) ǫ ∈ S m Λ,ρ,N . As a consequence of Proposition 5.6, we obtain that A maps G ∞ S (R n ) into G ∞ S (R n ). Finally, we complete the discussion of θ-symbols, with the generalization to our context, of Theorem 5.1 in [4] . The easy proof is left to the reader. Proposition 7.2. If (b θ 1 ,ǫ ) ǫ and (b θ 2 ,ǫ ) ǫ are respectively θ 1 and θ 2 -symbols, according to (7.2) , of a pseudo-differential operator A with regular amplitude (a ǫ ) ǫ ∈ S m Λ,ρ,N , then
Now let us consider two pseudo-differential operators A ′ and A ′′ , with regular amplitudes (a 
we can state that
Our aim is to prove that there exists a pseudo-differential operator (
We begin with the following proposition.
Proposition 7.3. Under the previous assumptions, we define for an arbitrary
The proof will be based on the following preparatory result.
Proof. Theorem 5.1 and in particular Remark 5, guarantee for all α, β ∈ N n , the existence of a natural number N such that
Now it suffices to write
and apply (7.20) , for obtaining the first part of our claim.
Proof of Proposition 7.3. For arbitrary α ∈ N n and (u ǫ ) ǫ ∈ E τ (R n )
Now using Lemma 7.1, we have that
is a finite sum of terms of the type c(γ, δ, σ)
Lemma 7.1 allows us to conclude that for any q ∈ N
Summarizing for all α, β ∈ N n , for all q ∈ N, there exists a positive constant c such that, for every x ∈ R n , for every ǫ ∈ (0, 1]
From Proposition 7.3, we can define (A ′ A ′′ ) 1 as a linear operator acting on G τ,S (R n ). In particular we easily prove the following result.
and in particular
we can write
′′ , and then, from Proposition 4.8,
′′ . Proposition 7.1 leads to the following formula
and therefore, putting θ = 0 in (7.31), we have
Choosing θ 2 = 1 and θ 1 = 0 in (7.14), from Proposition 7.2 we obtain an asymptotic expansion of (b ′′ 1,ǫ ) ǫ in terms of the derivatives of (b ′′ 0,ǫ ) ǫ , which substituted in (7.32) gives us, by reordering as in [21] p.28, the assertion (
We conclude this section with the following result of weak equality. 
Proof. We want to check that for all f ∈ S(R n )
defines an element of N o . At first we change order in integration; in this way
By arguments similar to the ones used in the proof of Proposition 6.2, we obtain that for all α, β ∈ N n , there exists a positive constant c such that 0,ǫ and they are independent of the derivatives. From the properties of the classical Fourier transform on S(R n ), and Taylor's formula applied to ϕ at 0, we can write for arbitrary q ∈ N
(7.37)
In order to estimate (h ǫ ) ǫ , we observe that as a consequence of (7.36), sup We show by means of an example that weak equality in (7.33) cannot be strengthened to equality. Let a ′ and a ′′ classical amplitudes identically equal to 1. Then
It is easy to prove that, taking u ǫ identically equal to 1, (
Proposition 7.5. The linear operators
Proof. From Proposition 5.6, since (b
. This allows us to conclude that
is an element of N S (R n ).
Global hypoellipticity and results of regularity
In this section we consider a special set of regular symbols and their corresponding pseudodifferential operators. It turns out that this kind of symbols allows the construction of a parametrix acting on G τ,S (R n ). The following definition is modelled on the classical one presented in [4, 5] . 
We denote the set of all (a ǫ ) ǫ satisfying Definition 8.1 with HS m,l Λ,ρ,N , while for the set of elliptic symbols we use the notation ES m Λ,ρ,N . Observe now, that (8.1) implies a ǫ (z) = 0 for |z| ≥ R and ǫ ∈ (0, 1], so that a −1 ǫ (z) is well defined in E[{|z| > R}]; multiplying by ψ ∈ C ∞ (R 2n ), ψ(z) = 0 for |z| ≤ R, ψ(z) = 1 for |z| ≥ 2R, we get (ψ(z)a −1 ǫ (z)) ǫ ∈ E[R 2n ]. In the sequel we denote (ψ(z)a −1 ǫ (z)) ǫ by (p 0,ǫ ) ǫ .
Proposition 8.1. We have that
Proof. i) From (8.1) we obtain that there exists a constant c > 0 such that for all z ∈ R 2n and ǫ ∈ (0, 1]
while for |z| ≥ 2R and ǫ ∈ (0, 1]
Now we want to prove the following statement:
∀γ ∈ N 2n , ∃c γ > 0 : ∀z ∈ R 2n , |z| ≥ R, ∀ǫ ∈ (0, 1],
The case γ = 0 is obvious. So we assume that (8.5) is valid for |γ| ≤ M and we want to verify the same assertion for |γ| ≤ M + 1. At first we differentiate the equation 6) for |z| ≥ R and ǫ ∈ (0, 1]. We obtain applying the Leibniz rule
As a consequence
We estimate the left-hand side of (8.8) using the hypothesis of hypoellipticity of (a ǫ ) ǫ and the induction hypothesis. In this way (8.5) holds. This result easily implies
and 
From (8.5) and (8.2) we obtain for all z ∈ R 2n iii) The conclusion follows easily from a direct application of (8.1), (8.2) and the Leibniz formula. 
where R 1 and R 2 are operators with S-regular kernel.
P is called a parametrix of A.
Proof. We will find a suitable symbol (p ǫ ) ǫ by an asymptotic expansion and then applying Theorem 4.1. At first from Proposition 8.1, point i), (p 0,ǫ ) ǫ ∈ HS −l,−m Λ,ρ,N . Following the construction proposed in [22] , we define for k ≥ 1
We prove by induction that (p k,ǫ ) ǫ ∈ S −l−2ρk Λ,ρ,N . For k = 1 we have
and since (∂
Λ,ρ,N . Now we assume that for j ≤ k, (p j,ǫ ) ǫ ∈ S −l−2ρj Λ,ρ,N . We write
and Theorem 4.1 allows us to find a symbol (p ǫ ) ǫ ∈ S −l Λ,ρ,N such that (p ǫ ) ǫ ∼ j (p j,ǫ ) ǫ . Let P be the pseudo-differential operator with symbol (p ǫ ) ǫ . Let us consider the composition P A. From Proposition 7.4 and Theorem 7.1 
We want to show that (b 0,ǫ − 1) ǫ ∈ S −∞ Λ,ρ,2N . At first from the definition of asymptotic expansion it follows that for all M ∈ N, M = 0
Introducing in (8.18 ) the asymptotic expansion of (p ǫ ) ǫ we have
, we obtain combining (8.19) and (8.18) , that
Now we observe that
We recall (8.13) and the equality, p 0,ǫ a ǫ = 1, for |z| ≥ 2R and ǫ ∈ (0, 1]. As a consequence, under the assumption |z| ≥ 2R, we obtain from (8.21) 22) where the sum on the right-hand side of (8.22 ) is an element of S
. Due to the properties of (p 0,ǫ ) ǫ and continuity over compact sets of the functions involved in (8.22) , we can omit the hypothesis |z| ≥ 2R. In conclusion and then (b 0,ǫ − 1) ǫ ∈ S −∞ Λ,ρ,2N . In order to complete the proof we observe that the pseudo-differential operator having as symbol 1, is equal in the weak sense to the identity. In fact for all u ∈ G τ,S (R n ), as a consequence of Proposition 6.2,
where R 1 is an operator with S-regular kernel.
Analogously we can construct (q ǫ ) ǫ ∈ S −l Λ,ρ,N and the corresponding pseudo-differential operator Q such that AQ = g.t.d. I modulo some operator with S-regular kernel. Since, as in the classical theory, the difference P − Q has smoothing symbol, we conclude that there exists an operator R 2 with S-regular kernel such that AP = g.t.d. I + R 2 .
We conclude this section with the typical result of regularity obtained by the existence of a parametrix.
Theorem 8.2. Let A be a pseudo-differential operator with hypoelliptic symbol
then u is equal in the weak sense to a generalized function in G ∞ S (R n ).
Proof. We consider the parametrix P of A. (8.25) implies
with −R 1 u + P v ∈ G ∞ S (R n ). In fact −R 1 u ∈ G ∞ S (R n ), since R 1 is an operator with S-regular kernel, and
Inspired by [4, 5] we can call a linear map A from G τ,S (R n ) into G τ,S (R n ) satisfying the assertion of Theorem 8. where u ∈ G τ,S (R n ) and v ∈ G ∞ S (R n ), then u is equal in the weak sense to a generalized function in G ∞ S (R n ).
Proof. It is sufficient to observe that if A is defined with a classical symbol then the operator P involved in (8.12) has a classical symbol too. Therefore, from Corollary 6.1 and Theorem 8.1 we obtain that P v = g.t.d. P Au = g.t.d. u + R 1 u, where P v and R 1 u belong to G ∞ S (R n ).
The following proposition shows the consistency with the classical regularity result mentioned in the introduction. 
Proof. As in the proof above, we can write
where P and R 1 have classical symbol of order −l and −∞ respectively, and from Theorem 2.1, v belongs to S(R n ). Since from Corollary 6.2,
is equal in the weak sense to a function in S(R n ). This means that u ∈ S(R n ).
Let us finally give some examples of hypoelliptic symbols. The classical hypoelliptic and elliptic symbols introduced in [4, 5] can be considered as elements of HS m,l Λ,ρ,0 and ES m Λ,ρ,0 independent of ǫ. Moreover if a(z) is a hypoelliptic or elliptic symbol as in [4, 5] , we can easily construct a symbol satisfying Definition 8.1, writing a ǫ (z) = ǫ b a(z) with b ∈ R. In order to obtain examples with increasing generality we first prove the following proposition. This result combined with the definitions of (a ǫ ) ǫ ∈ HS m,l Λ,ρ,N and (b ǫ ) ǫ ∈ S m ′ Λ,ρ,0 allows us to infer the existence of a constant R ′ > 0 such that for all z ∈ R 2n with |z| ≥ R ′ and for all ǫ ∈ (0, 1]
(8.31)
We consider now γ ∈ N 2n , γ = 0. Under the assumptions |z| ≥ R ′ , ǫ ∈ (0, 1] Classically we find interesting examples of hypoelliptic symbols considering polynomials of the form α∈A c α z α where A is a finite subset of N 2n and c α ∈ C. In the sequel we collect some classical results and examples, referring for details to [4, 5] . At this point we may also consider a ǫ (z) = ǫ N a(z) with a(z) = α∈A c α z α a standard elliptic or quasi-elliptic symbol. For a suitable weight function Λ and a suitable order k we obtain an element of ES k Λ,1,N . Finally we look for hypoelliptic symbols in the more general family of polynomials α∈A c α,ǫ z α having coefficients (c α,ǫ ) ǫ ∈ E o,M . We start with the following generic situation. Proof. In the first case it is sufficient to apply Proposition 4.4. We can easily prove the second statement recalling that for Λ(z) = (1 + In conclusion we consider a partial differential operator (α,β)∈A c α,β x α D β with coefficients c α,β ∈ C and D β = (−i) |β| ∂ β . It is a linear map from G τ,S (R n ) into G τ,S (R n ). As proved in Proposition 4.4 for any weight function Λ, there exists r ∈ R such that the polynomial (α,β)∈A c α,β x α ξ β ∈ C[x, ξ] can be considered as an element of the factor S r Λ,1,N /N r Λ,1 , for a suitable N depending on the coefficients c α,β . In the sequel we shall investigate the regularity properties of such a partial differential operator using the tools provided by the pseudodifferential calculus. Proof. At first note that (A ǫ u ǫ ) ǫ = ( (α,β)∈A c α,β,ǫ x α D β (u ǫ ϕ ǫ )) ǫ is a representative of Au. We have to show that for all f ∈ S(R n ), Taylor's formula applied to ϕ at 0, combined with the properties of (g ǫ ) ǫ ∈ E ∞ S (R n ), gives us the estimates characterizing N o in (8.39). where u ∈ G τ,S (R n ) and v ∈ G ∞ S (R n ), implies that u is equal in the weak sense to a generalized function in G ∞ S (R n ). Proof. Let A be the pseudo-differential operator with symbol (a ǫ ) ǫ and let P be a parametrix of A. From Lemma 8.2, P v = P ( (α,β)∈A c α,β x α D β u) = g.t.d. P Au, where P v ∈ G ∞ S (R n ). We complete the proof recalling that from Theorem 8.1 there exists an operator R 1 with S-regular kernel such that P v = g.t.d. u + R 1 u.
